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March 31, 2008 

Ian Robertson 
FORSITE 
Program Coordinator 
# 213-1720 14th Ave. 
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V9W 8B9 
 

 

Re: FIA project “TFL 45 TEM Inventory Augmentation”.  

 

Two sets of deliverables have been prepared for this project. It is important to note that as per the proposed 
methods, the “augmentation area” polygon data is based on the existing VRI data provided by Interfor. The only 
spatial changes were to stratify polygons along biogeoclimatic unit boundaries where required, and to dissolve 
out TRIM mapsheet neatlines. There were a number of spatial issues which were inherited from the VRI data. 
These included neatlines that could not be dissolved cleanly, and a number of “bleeder” polygons that were 
intended to be unique but which were spatially connected by very small areas. Typically these occurred along 
neatlines. Correcting these spatial issues was beyond the scope of this project. 

1. Interfor deliverables (to be delivered to Interfor only) 
    (TFL45 TEM augmentation_Interfor deliverables.zip) 
 
- ArcInfo export (e00) file containing TEM coverage for the entire TFL 45 area. This was created from merging 
the “TEM augmentation” data generated from this project, with the existing TEM data completed in 1999/2003. 
The database structure is identical to that provided by Interfor for the existing TEM data (internal Interfor 
database consisting of RISC standard data fields and custom Interfor fields). 
Filename is TEM_TFL452008.e00. If required by Interfor, I can provide the TEM augmentation area only for this 
data.  
 
- Database dictionary containing description of all fields and field codes in the Interfor database. Note that the 
original TEM data has been updated in this combined coverage to reflect current coding conventions (e.g. site 
units RS to GB, AG to 55, MO to MN, Eco_sec NPR tp CPR, BGC_unit AT to CMA).  

2. RISC deliverables (to be delivered to government) 

    (tem_4776.zip) 

 

- the following RISC deliverables are for the TEM augmentation area only as per the contract 

specs. This area was clipped to the existing TEM database and is designed to be merged 

seamlessly with that data. There are 21 polygons in the e00 data that contain null data. These 

are “holes” which are covered by the existing TEM data. Note that there is no field data 

associated with this project (no eci point coverages). Also, a project report was not required as 

per contract specs. 

      - tem_4776_ecp.e00: ecp coverage containing TEM spatial polygon data 

      - tem_4776_ecp.csv: TEM polygon attribute database 

      - tem_4776_mta.csv: TEM project database 
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      - tem_4776_usr.csv: TEM User Defined database 

      - tem_4776_el.pdf: TEM expanded legend (complete database dictionary) 

 

Sincerely, 
 

 

 

Bob Green, R.P.F., R.P.Bio. 
 

cc. Gerry Sommers, Interfor, Burnaby, B.C. 

 


